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Wild. Free. Hers.Mayhem has spent his lengthy lifespan obeying the Humanoid Alliance&apos;s
rules. Finally free from their cruel control, the cyborg warrior plans to cause chaos. He infiltrates a
remote settlement, provokes the savage locals until they want him dead, and allows himself to be
captured by the sexiest little Retriever he has ever laid his mechanically-enhanced eyes
on.Imee&apos;s sole mission in life is to keep her family alive. To do this, she must hunt rebels,
returning them to the Humanoid Alliance&apos;s evil clutches where they will be executed. She
doesn&apos;t allow herself to feel anything for her targets...until she meets a tall, muscular cyborg
with wild hair and even wilder eyes.With his sure hands, laughing lips and erotic holds, Mayhem
makes Imee&apos;s body sizzle and her resistance melt. Their love is doomed. She must deliver
the warrior to his death or she&apos;ll place her family&apos;s safety at risk. But she can&apos;t
resist him.Imee soon discovers that Mayhem, life, and love are never predictable.Chasing Mayhem
is Book 6 in the Cyborg Sizzle series and is a STANDALONE story.It is also a BBW Cyborg SciFi
Romance.
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had a lot of fun with this one despite the darker themes.The hero is a bit nuts and the heroine is a lot
locked in and it has the silly erotica elements of have sex at any times.Yet, there is a lot of humanity
in the rage of being oppressed and the banter between the couple is silly fun.There are several
twists that are good for the series with new characters being introduced as well as new allies for the
Cyborgs. Yea!

Mayhem is free and he plans to create chaos! Imee is a Retriever whose family is being held
hostage to ensure her continued obedience. After meeting Imee, Mayhem has a change of plans.I
love the Mayhem's wily cyborg conversations geared to getting the action desired from Menace. But
they know each other well! So much posturing - they make me laugh!Cynthia Sax books are always
meaningful and deeply emotional. I love her way with Cyborgs. Each one finds exactly the match for
him. The one being that will complement his temperament and he, hers! Soul satisfaction for each of
them.Mayhem and Imee have a mission. Their future will always be free and never dull! They are so
happy living on the knife-edge of danger! He would sacrifice his freedom, if that is what was needed
to keep her safe. But that is not her need. Read and enjoy! I highly recommend this book.

Mayhem matches his name. He isn't interested in finding a compatible female, doesn't want to go to
Homeland, just wants freedom and adventure, but when he meets Imee , he's met his match. She is
a Retriever for the Humanoid Alliance, the enemy of the Cyborgs and many worlds for their
ruthlessness in killing and torture of rebels. In order to keep her mother, sister and brother safe,
Imee must hunt down and bring rebels back to the Humanoid Alliance to be killed. She's done
horrible things to keep her family safe and sees Mayhem as another rebel to capture, but Mayhem
sees her as his mate and has to convince her to trust him. Imee is tough as nails, smart, with killer
instincts that she has had to use since she was 12 years old. They play well off each other, both
never shying away from a fight. There is danger and sex, but also a compelling story so much so
that I would like to see another book with Mayhem and Imee as they start another adventure at the
end of this book as you are left hanging about their future. The Humanoid Alliance doesn't know
what is coming for them and it's about time the Humanoid Alliance gets some payback time!

I enjoyed this. Mayhem and Menace land on a planet while searching for Death and are hailed by
Kjral who tells them to remain where they are while he sends an escort to bring them to the
city.Figuring its a trap Menace sets off to search for Death while Mayhem sets a trap of his own. He
knows his female is coming and he doesn't want to be trapped by her. He wants adventure and

chaos. Not to be held back by a female. She'll just have to wait for him. Everything is in order for
him, that is until he sees her.I found Mayhem to be a lot of fun. I also enjoyed that Imee never
relented. She was just as fierce as Mayhem. I'm not sure what's in the future for them and I'm
worried but it was fun watching them get to where they are now. I hope Imee finds what she's
searching for. If she does, I hope we get to share it with her!

I've liked all of the books in this series so far. Each new character has been such fun to get to know.
Each one has such a different personality and quirks. I think Mayhem is my favorite Cyborg so far.
Who could resist his love of mischief? I also love that the female characters are always so strong in
their own diverse ways, whether that strength lies in the courage to submit or the courage to attack.
Both the Cyborgs and their females have emerged from their own personal tragedies chin up, spine
straight, with renewed determination. Even in the face of hopelessness, they find things to strive for;
duty, honor, love, vengeance. I really like that theme in literature, because I think it is one that links
all human beings, the opportunity we all have to choose to be better, regardless of past or future,
the struggle to be more is a defining human characteristic. Mayhem chooses to greet each new
experience with humor, and delights in every consequence. He is the perfect match for Imee.
"Chasing Mayhem" gets my endorsement.

Mayhem loves chaos. Imee loves her family. They both learn to love each other. Mayhem learns to
curb his love of chaos and accept that not everything goes according to his plan. Imee learns that
not everything is the way it looks and that showing your feelings doesn't mean you're weak.
Together they become a "kick ass" team to lead the retrievers in fighting the humanoid alliance.

Wow! What a ride of emotions with a lot of action, fear, trust, passion, and steamy love scenes? As
usual the characters were awesome with strong personality and a love of adventure and violence.
Loved it, very highly recommended and keep them coming.

Hard headed and in love. She is trouble and he loves every minute of it. His brothers are going to
pick on him and the council will be angry but he finely has a family, a love and without even trying I
think he'll end up with a big family. An all female family........
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